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STUDY OF STACKED SECTIONS’ 
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ABSTRACT 

The s&gun is a modified 21.mm (X-gauge) industtial shot- 
gun mounted vertically on a base mufle chamber. It was 
develaped by Mapca Inc. of Oklahoma for shallaw refraction 
and reflection surveying and is especially applicable where 
portability and coverage near developed areas arc a consideralion. 
The seismic impulse is created by electronically firing a%gmm 
slug into the graund. 

In good data areas in east-central Alberta, seisgun and dyna- 
mite seismic sections were found to be of comparable quality 
to a depth of 7W m subwface. The quality of final sections is 
mole dependent on highfaldthanon multiple shotsperstation. 
Wind noise has a greater effect than swface conditions in 
determinirlg the final qualify of the stacked section. 

Records that appeared discouraging in the field were greatly 
enhanced in processing, particularly by decanvolution. This 
impliedthrtacqvisifionparameters, decidedupon byexamina- 
tion of field monitors, would have been altered significantly if 
these results had been known at the time af acquisition. 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this study was to determine the 
applicability of a single s&gun for providing interpret- 
able reflection data in a test area (east-central Alberta). 
Additional objectives were to assess the impact of vary- 
ing and surface conditions on data quality, and to com- 
pare seisgun data quality with that from conventional 
dynamite data. An integrated approach to seismic acqui- 
sition studies requires that in addition to field records*, 
processed records and final sections also be examined. 
This not only enables an understanding of the trade-offs 

between field parameter design and in-house process- 
ingfornoisediscriminationandreflectionenhancement, 
but also provides information for establishing a more 
efficient field procedure. 

The survey location near Mymam, Alberta (T53-54, 
R9-lOW4) was chosen because good-quality dynamite 
reflection data existed and because gas-bearing channel 
sands in the Lower Cretaceous, Mannville Group had 
been discovered in the area. These gas-bearing sands 
cause seismic amplitude anomalies that are readily detect- 
abie on seismic data (Putnam and Oliver, 1982; Focht 
and Baker, 1985). This paper will detail only one line of 
a two-line survey since both yielded similar results. 
Figure I is a survey base map for line 3. 

SELECTION OF RECORDING PARAMETERS 

The acquisition parameters were selected from exami- 
nation of conventional dynamite data in the area and 
from s&gun field tests. A maximum source-receiver 
offset of 316 m was chosen, mainly on the basis that 
field tests showed ambient noise became dominant at 
offsets greater than 300 m. This choice was consistent 
with single seisgun recording parameters reported by 
Beggs and Garriott (1979), and results from a coal study 
in western Canada (Lawton, 1985). With a 48-channel 
recorderavailable, the station intervalfora split-spread 
was therefore limited to 12 m. 

Noise spread tests showed that the groundroll could 
have wavelengths of up to 100 m and reverberating 
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Fig. 1. Map of study area. Wells projected into Ihe interpreted stacked 
section are labelled. The location of geological cross section A-A’ 
across a gas-bearing Colony channel sand is indicated. 

refractions wavelengths up to 200 m. Operational effi- 
ciency, however, required that the receiver arrays (mu- 
imum 33-m string length) be spread over twice the sta- 
tion interval (24 m), and that the source arrays have a 
maximum length of one station interval (I2 m). Thus a 
split-spread recording geometry of 316-36-x-36-316 m 
was chosen. By shooting at every station, a maximum 
coverage of 24.fold was possible. The number of shots 
per station was chosen as a compromise between the- 
ory (random and coherent noise attenuation) and efti- 
cient use of time allocated to the survey. since a field 
stacker was not available to display summed records. 
Kecordingfilters ofOUT- 12X Hz werechosen because 
reflectionfrequenciesintheareararelyexceeded70 Hz. 
It was asburned at the time of the swvey that despite 
high groundroll amplitudes the Ggnal would be within 
the dynamic range of the instruments. It was also con- 
sidered that shot multiplicity, coverage and processing 
filters would recover reflection data obscured by resid- 
ual groundroll. 

DATA PKO(‘FSSIN(i 

Specific goals of data processing were to determine: 
I. Ifthedataqualitywassufficient toprovidereliable 

velocity analysis and interpretable deconvolved 
records and sections. 

2. TheetYectivenessoftilleringandstackingforattenu- 
sting random and coherent noise. 

3. The relative contributions of fold and shot multi- 
plicity to stacked section quality. 

4. The stack quality resulting from various source- 
receiver offsets. 

All processing was done on a Perkin-Elmer 3242 com- 
puter operated by the Department of Geology and Geo- 
physics at The University of Calgary, using Teknica 
Resource Development Ltd. software. 

Tests on shot rccol-ds showed that frequency domain 
deconvolution was more effective than spiking decon- 
volution for reducing groundroll amplitudes and for 
improving the over-all visibility of retlection data. Har- 
monic panel tests on s&gun field records showed that 
all reflection data are contained in the 2O- to 70.Hz 
band. This suggested that balancing the amplitude spec- 
trum in this frequency range would enhance reflections 
by suppressing low-frequency coherent noise. Figure 2 
is a frequency deconvolution test on a rccol-d from line 
3. It shows that I-ellection data at .4 and .5-.h s travel 
time, which on the field record is obscured by multiple 
refractions and ground-coupled airwaves, can be recov- 
ered by frequency deconvolution. This test was also 
significant because the recovery of reflections at far 
offset traces suggested that recording spreads could 
have been lengthened to obtain a larger reflection win- 
dowand bettervelocilycontrol.Althoughdeconvolution 
amplified the airwave with respect to reflection data, 
comparisons of sections obtained by stacking gathers 
with and without surgical mutes of the airwave showed 
little difference, provided that the subsurface coverage 
was 12.fold or greater. 

Kepresentative common-depth-point (CDP) gathers 
from line 3 are shown in Figure 3. They demonstrate the 
necessity of high fold for providing reliable. interpret- 
able sections and should be compared with the resulting 
final section in Figure 5. The CDP gathers from SP I25 
and SP 190, the best data on line 3, are interpreted to be 
off-channel and on-channel respectively. The bright- 
spot event at .5 s on SP 190, attributable to the gas- 
sand,ovenuhclmsthcairwave. Low-amplitudereflections 
from the Paleozoic unconformity are visible at .6 s. The 
gatherfromSP 12Sdoes notexhibitabright spot, though 
the Palco~oic reilectol- is still evident. The gather at SP 
330 was obtained in moderate wind conditions. Very 
weak. discontinuous reflections at .5 to .X s are visible 
only because of their relatively low frequency when 
compared with wind noise. The airwave is not evident 
on this gather. Cancellation occurred during record 
summing because the individual shot records contained 
an airwave that was systematically delayed by the 24-m 
source skid and randomly developed by wind gusts 
(Varsek and Lawlon, 19X5). 

Final section quality depended primarily on the basic 
pl-ocessing steps of weathering statics corrections, 
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Fig. 2. Freqtlency domain deconvolution test. Amplitude spectra were balanced between 18 and 80 Hz, 
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Fig. 3. Reprttsentativegathers from line 3. Record SP 190exhibif~a”bfighf~pof”amplitude anomaly associated with agas-bearing channel sand. 
The anomaly offsets the II-3.54-9W4 gas well, which recovered 49,671 m’ld (1.763 MMcfd) on a drill-stem test from the Colony. 
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deconvolutionparameterselection,andvelocityanalysis. 
The post-stack process of trim (correlation) statics also 
significantly improved reflection continuity. Reflection 
quality was not significantly enhanced by velocity or 
bandpass filtering, trace or record mixing, or muting. 

INTERPRETATION 

The geological cross section over a Colony channel, 
Figure 4, illustrates the lateral change from thinly bed- 
ded interchannel sheet sandstones, siltstones and mud- 
stones into thick channel sandstones. The self potential 
and gamma ray logs from the producing well indicate a 
stacked channel with a total thickness of 29 m. A shale 
or siltstone layer separates the channel facies into upper 
and lower units. The resistivity log indicates agas zone 
that is 7.5 m thick in the upper channel sand. Drill-stem 
tests resulted in 49,671 &/day (I ,763 MMcfd). Putnam 
and Oliver (1980) report average porositics of 28% to 
31% from channel sandstones. A low-velocity zone is 
associated with the gas-bearing sands, about 2350 m/s: 
In comparison, underlying water-wet, bitumen-stained 
sandstones have a velocity of about 2770 m/s, and the 
basal layer of overlying marine shales has a velocity of 
about 2800 m/s. The velocity contrasts between the 
gas-charged sandstones and surrounding shales or wet 

sandstones cause seismic amplitude anomalies. Seis- 
mic modelling studies by Focht and Baker(l985) show 
that a gas accumulation as thin as 1.5 m is detectable in 
this area at the Mannville level. 

A seismic interpretation of line 3 is shown in Figure 5. 
Integrated sonic logs from wells on the line are also 
shown, and were used to verify reflection correlations, 
determine polarity and assist in the velocity analysis. 
Interpretation of reflections between the Paleozoic uncon- 
formity and the Precambrian basement was controlled 
by comparisons between depths computed from stack- 
ing velocities and regional depth maps from McCrossan 
and Glaister (1964). Additional control was provided by 
interpretations of Focht and Baker (I 985). and regional 
studies on tile at Canada Cities Service Ltd. 

The reflections between .35 and .45 s are from the 
ColoradoGroup,whichcontainstransitionalfaciesfrom 
dominantly marine tocontinental sediments. At the top 
of the Mannville Group. .5 s travel-time. there is a 
seismicamplitudeanomalyindicatingagas-bearingsand. 
The high-amplitude trough is interpreted as the shale 
gas-sand interface, with the underlying peak interpre- 
ted as a reflection from the gas-water sand interface. 
The width and amplitude of the trough can be related to 
gas pay through model studies. The wells at 6.33.53.9W4 
and I I -3.54.9W4 encountered I7 m and 29 m of channel 

to-9.5.3~9w4 , ,-3-54-8W4 11-26-55-9*4 
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Fig, 4. Geologic cross section across the Colony channel sand wveyed by seismic line 3. Location of section A-A’ on Figure 1. Trace profiles are 
the seK potential (SP), resistivity (63). gamma ray (GR) and sonic (SJ logs. 
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Fig. 5. Interpretation of line 3, illustrating the amplitude anomaly associated with the Colony channel gas-bearing sand. Both wells encountered 
channels at the Colony level and have been projected into the section: the 11-3 wsll is 600 m to the east and the 6-33 well 1000 m to the west. 
Environmental data and the weathering profile are shown above the section. Acquisition parameters are shown below the section. 

sand respectively, and recovered 49,868 m’iday (1.77 
MMcfd) and 49,67 I m’iday (1.763 MMcfd) on drill-stem 
tests. The underlying Paleozoic unconformity at 700 m 
subsurface (.6 s) is also a strong reflector, as would be 
expected. Although not apparent at the scale of Figure 
5, the isochron from the peaks above and below the 
high-amplitude trough is 5 ms thinner at the channel 
centre (SP 200) than at the flanks (SP 175 and SP 240). 
This isochron anomaly also exhibits a structural low at 
the centre of the interpreted channel and pull-up on the 
Paleozoic reflector. These seismic observations, along 
with petrophysical data from the 11-3 well indicating 
development of a shale or silt plug, and case studies by 
Focht and Baker (19X5), support the interpretation of a 
shaled-out channel centre. Another possibility is that 
the channel has thinned. 

Figure 6 is a contour plot of interval velocities for line 
3. They were computed from stacking velocities taken 
from a coherency-based automatic velocity analysis 
program. The isovelocity plot shows that the 2750 m/s 
contour reentrant is coincident with the interpreted 
bright spat of Figure 5. The velocity contrast between 
the Cretaceous sediments and Devonian carbonates 

and shales (Paleozoic unconformity) also shows up as 
closely spaced contours at .6 s. A velocity inversion of 
each stacked trace could show even more suble litho- 
stratigraphic changes. 

Thereisahighdegreeofvariationinreflectorcontinu- 
ity in Figure 5. This was caused by environmental 
conditions. The best-quality stacked datawere obtained 
from an area (SP 101 to SP 210) where field records 
were actually dominated by groundroll and refraction 
reverberation. The high quality of the section at this 
location is attributed to calm shooting conditions, high 
coverage (24.fold) and the effectiveness of processing. 
A marked degradation of reflection continuity occurs 
southofSP210, where windsgustingto60 kmihobscured 
the reflection signal. South of SP 301 wind gusts had 
decreased to 20-30 km/h during acquisition. Along this 
part of the line weak but interpretable reflections are 
evident at .35, .50 and .60 s travel-time. 

Combined observations from both line 1 (not shown 
in this paper) and line 3 show that wind noise is by far 
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Fig. 6. lntewal velocitv contour plot from line 3. The location of the channel sand is evident from the 2750 m/s contour and the P&c&c 
un&nformity appears .& closely spaced contours at .6 s. 

the rno~, important factor affecting signal penetration 
and coherency. Predictably, shotpoints in competent 
soils with a shallow water table produced the best field 
records. lnareaswithdry,looseandsandysoils,accept- 
able reflection data were obtained, provided that fold 
was sufficiently high and wind conditions were calm. 

DYNAMITE ANLI SFISGUN C‘OMPAKISON 

It is considered that the major dil’fercncc in data 
quality was due to source energy. The longer offsets 
used in recording dynamite data (maximum offset was 
8X0 m) also provided a lwger reflection window. The 
dynamite and seisgun da& were processed by identical 
procedures. The dynamite data are only 4.fold or less, 
depending on shooting restrictions forced by dwellings 
and pipelines. This low multiplicity caused poor-quality 
output from programs that require at least h-fold redun- 
dancy for optimum operation. 

A comparison of final sections from the dynamite and 
s&gun swr~rs (Fig. 71 shows that data quality and 
reflection frequencies are similar et the Mannville Group 
c.5 s) and the Paleozoic unconformity l.6 s) lcvcls. This 
is consistent with the fact that both sources exhibited 
similarrcflectionamplitudespectra(Varsekand Lawton, 
1985). Phasedifferencesbetwccn wavelc~s on the stacked 
seclions are evident. However, no conclusion about the 
relativephasesofthe source waveletsispossiblebecause 
phase corrections were not made for the different rccord- 
ing instruments used in both surveys. The dynamite 
sections shows that shallow data at .35 s were not pre- 
served because of the combination of low fold and long 

spread geometry. The linear noise on the dynamite 
section is caused by residual surface wave energy. Vari- 
ablereflectioncontinuityon thedynamitesectionappears 
to be more a result of reduced coverage than of surfsace 
and wind conditions. since the deconvolved records 
show uniform signal penetration to the Precambrian 
basment. 

K~coiw1~0 SPKIXAD GEOMFTRY 

Figure8 showsacomparisonofstackquality between 
stacked sections containing the near twelve traces 
(136-170 m source-receiver offsets) and the Far twelve 
(1X2-316 m) traces sifted from each CDP gather. Not- 
withstanding the loss of some shallow reflection data at 
.32 s because ofthe mute pattern, the far-offset 12.fold 
stack shows reflection quality nearly identical to that of 
the 24.fold stack, which wasobtained by usingall traces. 
‘l‘hisresultwasanticipatcdfromthedeconvolutiontests 
on field records (Fig. 2), which showed that the greater 
proportion of retlection signal was outside the airwave 
window. The trace offset stack comparison suggests 
that longer recording geometries could have further 
improved renection event cohcrcncy. 

l4tt.t) EPYORT 

Field effort reprcscnts the amount of work in acquir- 
ing a trace of stacked data. Barbier (1983) defines field 
effort (also called source-receiver product by Sheriff, 
1973) as equalling the product of the number of shots 
per station, the number of geophones per station. and 
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Flg. 8. Comparison of a 12.fold stack using i) the inside twelve traces, ii) the outside twelve traces, and iii) all traces combined. The ditference 
between (ii) and (iii) is negligible when compared with (i) and (iii), suggesting that most reflection energy is coming from the outside traces. 

subsurface coverage. In most conventional surveys, 
multiple receiver arrays are used. typically 9 or 12, so 
that the number of geophones is not a variable. In this 
project, field effort (FE) is: 

FE = (shots/station) x (coverage) 
It is a simplistic measure of field time and is propor- 
tional to survey cost. The concept can be widely applied 
to all repeating surface sources. 

The effects of field effort can be qualitatively evalu- 
ated by examining the relationship of coverage and shot 
redundancy to reflection continuity and subsurface 
penetration. In Figure 9 coverage is varied from 6- to 
24-fold, with all sections composed of records with 8 
shots/station. The midpoints of these sections cross the 
channel sand transition. On the 24.fold section the Colo- 
rado Group (.35 s) and Paleozoic unconformity (.h s) 
marker beds have sufficient continuity for automatic or 
manual event picking and mapping. The 12.fold section 
shows that continuity of the multicycle reflections in 
the Colorado Group (.3S s) is reduced, and that events 
below .7 s are very sensitive to changes in field effort. 
The 6-fold section shows that shallow reflectors at .3 to 
.4 s are barely visible and that the Paleozoic reflection 
at .6 s is weak and discontinuous. The h-fold profile is 
only marginally interpretable, with residual airwave 
noise and groundroll appearing as linear. low-velocity 
events. The coverage test shows that the CDP gather 

and stack have the characteristics of receiver arrays for 
attenuating long wavelength coherent noise, a feature 
that most field arrays are unable to accomplish. A mini- 
mum fold of 12 appears to be required for event 
correlation. 

The shot redundancy variable is examined in Figure 
IO, using 24 fold sections from the same test location. 
The 8, 4 and I shot/station profiles all show similar 
reflection quality from .35 to .7 s travel-time. As the 
number of shots decreases, reflection waveforms from 
the Colorado Group become marginally obscured by 
random noise and penetration below .6 s is reduced. 

Figure I I is an example of varying shot multiplicity in 
a section dominated by wind noise. As the number of 
shots increases, the major reflection improvements are 
below .6 s travel-time. Little over-all enhancement of 
reflection quality in the zone of interest (.35 to .6 s) is 
observed as the number of shots is increased. Some 
reflection events become less coherent as shot number 
increases. suggesting that the data improvement limit 
occurred between I and 4 shots/station. 

It is evident that data quality is extremely dependent 
on coverage and is relatively insensitive to shot multi- 
plicity. There is little difference between the 12.fold - 8 
shots/station section and the Wfold I shot/station 
section, despite a factor of 4 difference in field effort. 
The implications are that less tield time should be spent 
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summing records when deconvolution and stacking will 2 

sufficiently attenuate low frequency and random noise. 

The integration of three seismic disciplines; namely, 
data acquisition, data processing, and interpretation, is 
necessary forevaluatingthe seismic characteristics ofa 
new source. Field experience showed that the monitors 
werenot reliableindicatorsoffinal stackeddataquality, 

3 

and that the selection of recording parameters would 
have been altered had the results of processing been 
known before production profiling. It was found that, 
despite thediscouragingappearanceoftheiield monitors, 
interpretable sections could be obtained by conven- 
tional processing techniques. Further, the interpreta- 
tion of final sections was required, so that the s&gun 
sourcecould beadequatelycompared withothersources 
for energy penetration, resolution and susceptibility to 
environmental conditions. 

Specific findings from this study are as follows: 
4 

I. Lower Cretaceous channel sands are detectable 
on seisgun data. Stratigraphic details such as varia- 
tions in lithology and fluid type can be interpreted 
from the data. 

Fold is more important that shot multiplicity for 
obtaining the best stacked data. This also implies 
improved data acquisition efficiency and reduced 
field effort. High coverage (24.fold) is better for 
attenuating source noise, airwave and wind noise 
than source arrays or record sums (vertical stacks), 
primarily because the CDP gather averages detri- 
mental surface conditions and time varying wind 
noise. 
Wind noise was the most important environmen- 
tal factor affecting data quality and was probably 
due to the s&gun’s low energy output. Acquisi- 
tion during windy weathercaused the instruments 
to become saturated with noise, so that improve- 
ments in reflection coherency and penetration did 
not necessarily result from increases in shot 
multiplicity. In this study acceptable data were 
obtained on all surface types, although quiet record- 
ing conditions and sufficiently high coverage were 
necessary on loose soils. 
In good data areas, the seisgun and dynamite sec- 
tions are ofcomparablequality toadepth ofabout 
700 m subsurface. In bad data areas, however, 
seisgun data quality suffers because the source is 
weaker. Reflection frequencies of both sources 
are similar. 
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